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Description:

Paisley Peacock
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Shannon Christine Designs

The focus of this pattern is on the graceful peacock's head. It is surrounded by an amazing array of motifs,
beautifully arranged so that the global impression one gets is of a joyful burst of colors. The pattern is quite
caracteristic of designer Shannon Christine's unique style.

Look close and you will notice the exquisite combination of motifs, blending the traditional paisley design with
contemorary flowers, a unique approach that lends a modern touch to the design. Surrounding the paisley designs
are more arabesques, leaves and flowers, each an intricate combination of cross stitch and beading.

As with every one of Shannon Christine's designs, the chart comes in both a color version you can use for the
cross stuitch, and a black and white one where the beadwork stands out in color against the cross stitch symbols.
This is very helpful when you get to the beading stage.

The stitched work is a fabulous piece of needlework.
A cross stitch pattern by Shannon Christine Designs.
>> see more patterns by Shannon Christine Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Paisley peacock

Chart size in stitches: 110 x 133 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, French knots
Chart: Black & White, Color
Threads: DMC, Kreinik Very fine braid gold
Number of colors: 18
Other Supplies: Mill Hill Seed Beads

Themes: an ornate peacock motif, a joyful burst of color

>> see more patterns of floral inspiration (all designers)
>> see all patterns with birds (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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